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1 Chapter 3
2 Mechanisms of Fish Sound Production

3 Michael L. Fine and Eric Parmentier

4 Abstract Fishes have evolved multiple mechanisms for sound production, many
5 of which utilize sonic muscles that vibrate the swimbladder or the rubbing of bony
6 elements. Sonic muscles are among the fastest muscles in vertebrates and typically
7 drive the swimbladder to produce one sound cycle per contraction. These muscles
8 may be extrinsic, typically extending from the head to the swimbladder, or intrinsic,
9 likely a more-derived condition, in which muscles attach exclusively to the bladder

10 wall. Recently discovered in Ophidiiform fishes, slow muscles stretch the swim-
11 bladder and associated tendons, allowing sound production by rebound (cock and
12 release). In glaucosomatids, fast muscles produce a weak sound followed by a
13 louder one, again produced by rebound, which may reflect an intermediate in the
14 evolution of slow to superfast sonic muscles. Historically, the swimbladder has
15 been modeled as an underwater resonant bubble. We provide evidence for an
16 alternative hypothesis, namely that bladder sounds are driven as a forced rather than
17 a resonant response, thus accounting for broad tuning, rapid damping, and direc-
18 tionality of fish sounds. Cases of sounds that damp slowly, an indication of reso-
19 nance, are associated with tendons or bones that continue to vibrate and hence drive
20 multiple cycles of swimbladder sound. Stridulation sounds, best studied in catfishes
21 and damselfishes, are produced, respectively, as a series of quick jerks causing
22 rubbing of a ribbed process against a rough surface or rapid jaw closing mediated
23 by a specialized tendon. A cladogram of sonic fishes suggests that fish sound
24 production has arisen independently multiple times.
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26 3.1 Introduction

27 Fishes produce sounds in courtship, spawning, agonistic behavior, competitive
28 feeding, and when disturbed. Unlike homologous sonic mechanisms in birds and
29 mammals (syrinx and larynx, respectively), fish sonic mechanisms appear to have
30 evolved independently (see below). Consequently, they show the widest range of
31 sound production apparatuses among vertebrates (Ladich and Fine 2006). The
32 mechanisms are so diverse that authors have not defined a simple classification. The
33 two major mechanisms of sound production involve exciting the swimbladder with
34 a variety of specialized sonic muscles and the stridulation of bones. Sonic muscles
35 may be intrinsic or extrinsic. Extrinsic muscles are present in numerous fishes and
36 typically originate on various bones on the skull (but also epineurals, ribs, pectoral
37 girdles, and vertebral bodies) and insert on the swimbladder or on a bone or tendon
38 connected to the swimbladder. Intrinsic muscles, likely a more-derived condition,
39 attach exclusively to the bladder wall and do not have typical origins or insertions.
40 Summaries of gross anatomy of sonic muscle variation in various fishes have been
41 described elsewhere (Ladich and Fine 2006).
42 This chapter will focus on the functional morphology of fish sound production,
43 the relationship of morphology, physiology, and behavior, concentrating on
44 swimbladder and stridulatory mechanisms. Our goal is when possible to put this
45 information into an evolutionary context, which is a stretch since sounds, muscles,
46 and swimbladders leave no fossil record although a fossilized catfish pectoral spine
47 has been described (Hubbs and Hibbard 1951). Some of the issues discussed are
48 intimately related to sister fields (hearing, passive, and active acoustics), and these
49 fields will be discussed briefly as necessary. Fish sound production has been
50 reviewed a number of times (Fish and Mowbray 1970; Tavolga 1971b; Fish 1972;
51 Demski et al. 1973; Fine et al. 1977a; Hawkins 1993; Zelick et al. 1999; Ladich and
52 Fine 2006; Parmentier and Diogo 2006; Rosenthal and Lobel 2006; Kasumyan
53 2008; Lobel et al. 2010) calling into question the need for another review. However,
54 the basic model of swimbladder acoustics, the underwater resonant bubble, which
55 had assumed doctrinal status, is being challenged, and there has been new work on
56 a variety of species. This review will attempt to present summaries and opinions
57 about the state of the field and will not attempt to be encyclopedic since references
58 are available in other reviews. It is also intended as an introduction for new
59 investigators to explain fish sound analysis.

60 3.2 Water as an Acoustic Medium

61 Because of its compressibility, water is often considered a superior to air for
62 acoustic communication: the speed of sound in water (ca 1,500 m/s) is close to five
63 times faster than in air, and sound can travel for long distances underwater, in some
64 cases hundreds or even thousands of miles when collimated into the SOFAR
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65 (Sound Fixing and Ranging) channel that hinders vertical spreading (Munk 1974).
66 Olfactory communication is restricted to fish in close proximity or requires a
67 receiver to be downstream in a current. With an obvious exception of tropical
68 shallow water coral reefs that are well lit, many freshwater and marine habitats have
69 turbid water restricting visual propagation, and most of the deep ocean is dark
70 except for bioluminescence. Long-distance propagation of sound is sometimes
71 heralded as the ideal modality for underwater communication, and whale sounds are
72 commonly recorded in deep ocean (Au and Hastings 2008). This notion, however,
73 faces several related problems when applied to fishes. Seemingly all fishes hear
74 (Ladich 2014), but most species do not produce sounds for social communication
75 and are not considered sonic in this review. We note, however, that an ever
76 expanding list of families of sonic fishes has been compiled (Lobel et al. 2010).
77 There are sonic and nonsonic teleosts in a variety of habitats including various
78 freshwater bodies, estuaries, and diverse oceanic habitats. Environmental or other
79 conditions that would select for sonic muscles or for their loss are unexplored
80 although sonic fishes are often associated with territoriality and substrate breeding
81 (Marshall 1967; Ladich and Myrberg 2006).
82 Based on anatomical data, i.e., the presence of sonic swimbladder muscles, only
83 a small number of families (mostly ophidiids, macrourids, and possibly morids)
84 produce sound in the deep ocean where it would be of maximal advantage
85 (Marshall 1962) due to the absence of surface light and low population densities.
86 Although whale sounds are commonly recorded in deep water, fish sounds have not
87 been demonstrated conclusively (Mann and Jarvis 2004; Wall et al. 2012, 2013,
88 2014) below some hundreds of meters. Quite likely, sounds are important for
89 courtship and reproduction in deep water, but it is unlikely that females are homing
90 in on male callers from great distances. The problem of recording and identifying
91 particular callers is compounded by the need to use light to identify the calling fish
92 since a bright light is an alien stimulus in dark waters. Recording sounds, identi-
93 fying the caller’s identity and the role sound production will be a daunting task even
94 with automated underwater vehicles and long-term underwater installations.
95 Negative data should not be taken to indicate that fish sounds are unimportant in the
96 dark deep waters of the world’s oceans.
97 Even in shallow often turbid water, identification of the species of calling fish
98 can be a problem, and investigators have been fooled by an unseen cusk-eel in a pen
99 until the call was recently identified (Mann et al. 1997; Sprague et al. 2000).

100 Therefore it is mandatory to record captive fish. Holding fish often, but not always,
101 evokes sound production and can confirm species identity although sounds can be
102 changed by small containers (Akamatsu et al. 2002; Parmentier et al. 2014) or if
103 recorded in air (Fine et al. 2004). Trawling for callers or finding identified eggs
104 following a chorus can also serve for identification although vigilance is required.
105 In some cases, it is possible to see or feel movement when the fish produces a
106 sound, but this is not always true. For instance, pomacentrids make courtship dips,
107 cichlids change colors, and head movements have been seen in cottids and gobies.
108 In most cases, even if the species emitting sound is clearly identified, the caller will
109 not be visible underwater, and therefore only a small amount of work has been done
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110 on sound pressure levels of fishes in the field (Barimo and Fine 1998; Locascio and
111 Mann 2005; Mann et al. 2009). One way around this problem is using multi-
112 hydrophone arrays to localize callers (Locascio and Mann 2011). Source levels
113 require calibrated measurements of fish at a known distance (typically 1 m), and the
114 distance between the caller and the hydrophone is usually unknown.
115 Similarly, the acoustical Umwelt (the boundaries of the perceptual world) of
116 fishes is typically unknown largely because of the difficulties of working under-
117 water. The midshipmen Porichthys notatus, a west coast toadfish, has been attracted
118 to speakers over short distances (McKibben and Bass 1998), and calling of different
119 toadfish has been manipulated by playbacks from a nearby speaker (Winn 1967,
120 1972; Fish 1972; Jordão et al. 2012). Gulf toadfish (Opsanus beta) have responded
121 to short distance playbacks of dolphin sounds by elevating cortisol levels
122 (Remage-Healey et al. 2006). Many species, particularly sciaenids call in choruses
123 (Lagardère and Mariani 2006; Ramcharitar et al. 2006), but there is little evidence
124 of fish actually communicating over long distances. Silver perch sounds have been
125 detected at several hundred meters under ideal conditions (Sprague et al. 2000), but
126 considering background vocalizations, they believe communication is likely to
127 occur over several meters. Females may know the positions of established choruses,
128 and no one has demonstrated whether they use sound to localize a chorus, to
129 identify nearby spawning partners, to be stimulated into final spawning readiness or
130 some combination of all three.
131 Most known sound production occurs in relatively shallow water. At extremely
132 shallow depths, the long wavelengths of low-frequency underwater sound suffer
133 rapid attenuation and restrict communication to short distances (Fine and Lenhardt
134 1983; Mann and Lobel 1997; Mann 2006). For example, a 100 Hz sound will have
135 a wavelength of ca 15 m (the speed of sound divided by the frequency) and will not
136 propagate in water less than several meters in depth: the wavelength divided by four
137 (Urick 1975). In an extreme case, sounds of a small goby in a rock-lined stream
138 several 10s of centimeters deep, attenuation can be as much as 30 dB in half a meter
139 (Lugli and Fine 2003; Lugli 2008, 2010). In addition to water depth, acoustic
140 communication is limited by ambient (or more recently man-made) noise (Ladich
141 2013).

142 3.3 Sound Parameters

143 Three major tools for describing fish sounds are sonagrams, an output of frequency
144 against time; oscillograms, which depict amplitude against time (Fig. 3.1); and
145 frequency spectra, which show amplitude against frequency and indicate dominant
146 frequencies within a sound. These outputs are available on various software pro-
147 grams. Most fish sounds are a series of short-duration pulses and therefore present
148 as vertical lines (a wide frequency band with a short duration) on a sonagram. A
149 smaller number of species produce tonal sounds by a continuous series of muscle
150 contractions, and these present as a series of horizontal lines at the muscle
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Fig. 3.1 Oscillograms (Voltage against time) of representative sounds for a piranah (Pygocen-
trus), two pomacentrid damselfish (Amphiprion and Dascyllus), a toadfish (Opsanus), a cusk-eel
(Ophidion), and a butterfly fish (Heniochus). The piranah and toadfish sounds are tonal and the
others consist of a series of pulses with various attenuation patterns
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151 contraction rate, e.g., the fundamental frequency and at harmonic multiples of the
152 fundamental frequency (see below). Caution is necessary since a rapid series of
153 pulses can appear tonal on a sonagram, if using narrow-band filter widths (Watkins
154 1967), and potentially misrepresent the sound. This problem can be important in
155 sounds of some sciaenids, which can include a rapid series of pulses that are better
156 resolved in oscillograms. Generally, both outputs are presented in published papers,
157 and it is important to present oscillograms at various time scales, i.e., a train of

Fig. 3.1 (continued)
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158 pulses often taking a number of seconds, several pulses showing the sound
159 envelope and finally individual pulses using a millisecond scale that illustrates the
160 pulse waveform. We stress the pulse waveform, which is not always presented, is
161 important in understanding sound generation. The intrapulse period τ, the time to
162 complete one cycle of a waveform, is inversely related to frequency (f = 1/τ or
163 1,000 ms divided by the intrapulse period). For instance, a fundamental frequency
164 of 100 Hz would come from a waveform that repeats every 10 ms. Note that the
165 interval between pulses can be used to calculate a pulse period (the time between
166 one pulse and the next, which is not the same as the intrapulse period).
167 Since many fish sounds include a series of pulses, one can measure the duration
168 and number of pulses in the series, pulse period (time between the start of one pulse
169 and the next), the related pulse repetition rate (number of pulses per time within a
170 unit), interpulse interval (the silent period between pulses), pulse duration and the
171 frequency or power spectrum (an output of the amplitude, typically in dB, against
172 frequency). Winn categorized sounds as fixed- and variable-interval (Winn et al.
173 1964), and variation in interval between pulses should also be considered when
174 presenting pulse repetition rate. In squirrelfish, for instance, the time between the
175 penultimate and final pulse is longer than preceding intervals (Winn and Marshall
176 1963; Parmentier et al. 2011a).
177 Sound spectra are calculated by a fast-Fourier transform or FFT, and biologists
178 can usually use them successfully without getting into trouble. There are a number
179 of different filter algorithms (windows) for spectra, Hanning (properly Hann) being
180 one of the most common. These different algorithms usually produce similar
181 spectra, and there is no definitive one used universally.
182 In a continuous tonal sound, the fundamental frequency would equate to the
183 muscle contraction rate, i.e., a toadfish boatwhistle with a 200 Hz fundamental
184 frequency would be caused by 200 contractions a second and would have energy at
185 multiples of 200 Hz (harmonics). The fundamental frequency is often the one with
186 the greatest energy, but it need not be present, particularly in shallow water where it
187 could be filtered out (Fine and Lenhardt 1983). A sound with 400 and 600 Hz bands
188 (the missing fundamental) would be caused by 200 Hz contractions and would be
189 heard as 200 Hz by the human ear. Fish bioacousticians often measure the peak or
190 dominant frequency, the band with the greatest energy, but some caution should be
191 used here. Fish sounds are usually not sharply tuned (see below), and the difference
192 in amplitude of different peaks can be slight (a dB or two) so that 400 Hz might be
193 the peak in one sound and 600 Hz in another. Peak frequency, therefore, has the
194 potential to add spurious variability to a data set and may not always be particularly
195 meaningful. This does not mean that the parameter is not important, but it may be
196 helpful to present the actual power spectrum in papers although this is often not
197 done. It is also useful to present the spectrum of the background noise since this
198 information helps clarify which parts of the signal are above background levels and
199 therefore may convey information. Peak frequencies are meaningful when they are
200 compared to the main auditory sensitivities of a particular species (see Chap. 4 this
201 volume).
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202 Sharpness of tuning can be measured by a quality factor Q, which is the
203 peak frequency divided by the bandwidth 3 dB down (Fine et al. 2001, 2004;
204 Connaughton 2004; Parmentier et al. 2006b), and a low Q indicates that the
205 swimbladder is not sharply tuned (see discussion on the underwater bubble below).
206 Additionally, sounds with greater amplitude will excite a swimbladder to emit
207 higher modes of vibration. Therefore, the highest frequency of a signal may not be
208 of great importance and in some cases may be above the fish’s upper range of
209 hearing. On the other hand, harmonics allow redundancy so that if one frequency
210 does not propagate sufficiently, other bands may transmit the message (Fine and
211 Lenhardt 1983; Sisneros et al. 2004).

212 3.4 Statistical Issues

213 Recording sounds of unseen fish presents additional statistical problems in call
214 description. Ideally, one records and analyzes a number of sounds from an indi-
215 vidual, averages them, and treats the average as an N of 1. This is not typically
216 possible in field recordings. Toadfish are unusual in this regard since they will enter
217 and call from shelters, and it is possible to record individuals (Gray and Winn 1961;
218 Winn 1972; Thorson and Fine 2002a; Amorim and Vasconcelos 2008; Amorim
219 et al. 2009, 2010). Although sounds of individuals can sometimes be identified in
220 choruses by differences in frequency spectra and amplitude (Thorson and Fine
221 2002b; Amorim and Vasconcelos 2008), this is clearly not the norm. Presenting
222 averages from field recordings of sounds from an unknown number of fish likely
223 involves some degree of pseudoreplication, i.e., measuring the height of a person
224 five times and calling it an N of 5. In a classic example that ignored this problem,
225 Fine measured fundamental frequency and duration of 20 field-recorded boat-
226 whistles from weekly recordings in Delaware, Virginia, and South Carolina, USA
227 (Fine 1978a, b) and demonstrated convincing temperature, seasonal, and geo-
228 graphical variation in these parameters. However, the number of recorded fish,
229 albeit from multiple individuals, was undetermined and clearly fewer than one
230 boatwhistle from 20 individuals. We argue that the rigors of statistical purity, while
231 ideal, should be relaxed in field recordings since valuable information can be
232 obtained with imperfect data. However, when the calling individual can be iden-
233 tified, multiple sounds from individuals should be averaged into a single data point.
234 Although species identification is critical, passive acoustics tends to pay less
235 attention to parameters of sounds from individual fishes. The biggest problem in
236 this field is the ease of obtaining hours of data but the huge amount of time required
237 to quantify sound production and the difficulty to identify the species. One can
238 spend hours analyzing seconds of a recording, and this will always be a challenge
239 for the field. David Mann and colleagues have developed algorithms that quantify
240 signal amplitude levels in specific frequency bands characteristic of a caller. These
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241 have been used successfully to establish daily calling periodicity with Cynoscion
242 species (Locascio and Mann 2005; Luczkovich et al. 1999) and black drum
243 (Locascio and Mann 2011) and can only be used with the appropriate windowing
244 characteristics for a given species. These algorithms are probably not sensitive
245 enough to separate mixed choruses of fishes and snapping shrimp. These algorithms
246 avoid statistical problems by presenting population data for circadian and seasonal
247 periodicity, but they are not yet suitable for describing sound parameters of indi-
248 vidual fishes. Of course, individual sounds from such recordings can be analyzed to
249 demonstrate acoustical signatures.

250 3.5 Tank Recordings

251 Sounds from small fishes (cichlids, minnows, gobies, darters, etc.) are often
252 recorded in small tanks, which can distort sound spectra and amplitude. Sounds can
253 be reflected back out of phase from the tank boundary and cancel sound energy. In a
254 completely closed plexiglass respirometer, electrically stimulated toadfish sounds
255 could be heard outside the shelter but were almost completely canceled within
256 (Amorim et al. 2002). Additionally, tank resonance can excite frequencies not
257 present in the natural call. Akamatsu et al. examined these problems in detail and
258 provide a simple formula for calculating tank resonant frequency (Akamatsu et al.
259 2002). They conclude that tank recordings can be useful when the hydrophone is
260 close to the fish and frequencies are below the tank’s resonant frequency. Addi-
261 tionally, one should be careful to reduce pump and electrical noise (50 Hz in Europe
262 and 60 Hz in the US), and be alert to sounds caused by fishes hitting the tank wall
263 or the hydrophone.
264 Fish disturbance calls have been recorded in air to escape the problems of small-
265 tank acoustics (Waybright et al. 1990; Connaughton et al. 1997; Fine 1997), and
266 physiological work that exposes the swimbladder and muscles to electrical
267 stimulation cannot always be done underwater—or completely underwater
268 (Connaughton et al. 1997; Fine et al. 2001). In order to directly compare the effects
269 of the two media, sounds were recorded from individual Atlantic croakers Micro-
270 pogonias undulatus both in air and underwater in a large shallow boat harbor (Fine
271 et al. 2004). The change in loading had no effect on peak frequency in either media
272 and sounds looked similar on sonograms unless compared side by side. Although
273 still broadly tuned, spectra of recordings in water were more peaked (higher Q) and
274 required an extra cycle to attenuate compared to recordings from the same fish in air.
275 We suggest that sounds in air more or less approximate the same sound in shallow
276 water, and with appropriate caution can be useful. Additionally, catfish sounds have
277 been recorded in both media (Ladich 1997).
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278 3.6 The Swimbladder as a Sonic Organ

279 The primary function of the swimbladder is buoyancy control, and a typical teleost
280 with a bladder is neutrally buoyant, i.e., zero weight in water (Alexander 1966).
281 However, some benthic fishes may have a relatively smaller volume of gas in the
282 bladder and still gain lift although they are somewhat negatively buoyant as in the
283 oyster toadfish (Fine et al. 1995). Negative buoyancy can be an advantageous and
284 help fish maintain position on the bottom. Since swimbladders function in buoy-
285 ancy, as an oxygen reservoir, and in many cases in hearing and sound production,
286 their morphology is shaped by multiple selection pressures that can be difficult to
287 interpret. Catfishes of the families Loricariidae and Callichthyidae (e.g., Ancistrus
288 ranunculus, Corydoras sodalis, Dianema urostriatum, Hemiodontichthys acipen-
289 serinus, Hypoptopoma thoracatum) have reduced bladders encased in bone that
290 decrease auditory sensitivity above 1 kHz (Lechner and Ladich 2008). Gas in the
291 swimbladder is an exaptation that can be co-opted into a sound-producing organ or
292 an accessory auditory structure, and there is no conflict between buoyancy and
293 acoustic functions (Fine et al. 1995).

294 3.7 The Resonant Bubble

295 Classically, the swimbladder has been modeled as a pulsating underwater bubble
296 (Harris 1964; van Bergeijk 1964), an omnidirectional, resonant monopole that is
297 vibrated by incident sound and then radiates near-field vibrations to the ears. The
298 resonant frequency of an underwater bubble is given by the following equation
299 (Weston 1967):
300

F =
1

2pR

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3cP2

q

s

302302

303 where F is resonant frequency calculated for an underwater bubble; R, swimbladder
304 radius (cm); γ, ratio of specific heats (=1.4); P, pressure (atmospheric
305 pressure + hydrostatic pressure); ρ, water density. This model does not consider the
306 swimbladder wall. The resonant bubble model, ingrained in the marrow of fish
307 bioacousticians for well over 50 years, conflicts with numerous aspects of fish
308 biology:

309 • Sonic muscles attached to swimbladders are among the fastest muscles in
310 vertebrates; yet, a resonant structure like a crystal goblet or bell does not require
311 extreme speed to excite it into resonance.
312 • Resonant frequency of an underwater bubble increases with depth (hydrostatic
313 pressure) and decreases with bladder radius. Bladder and sonic muscle size
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314 increase with fish growth and could create mismatches between communicating
315 individuals.
316 • Most fish sounds have a wide rather than a tuned frequency spectrum, and
317 target-strength studies of fishes in an underwater sound field demonstrate a
318 lower Q (i.e., broader tuning) than an underwater bubble.
319 • A resonant bubble will continue to oscillate after sound termination and would
320 interfere with temporal coding of fish sounds (Winn 1964), most of which are of
321 short duration and pulsed.
322 • Resonance will compromise the time fidelity of an auditory system whether
323 used for communication or not, i.e., except for reflections in echolocation, it is
324 not advantageous to hear a sound after it has ended.
325 • Sonic swimbladders have a number of interesting shapes (i.e., heart shaped in
326 toadfish) or diverticula (e.g., in herrings, thorny catfishes, cichlids, and
327 numerous sciaenids), which is not logical for an omnidirectional source.

328 Although numerous underwater studies have demonstrated that swimbladders
329 have a lower Q and damp more rapidly than a free bubble (Weston 1967; Batzler
330 and Pickwell 1970; McCartney and Stubbs 1970; Sand and Hawkins 1973), this
331 difference has typically been ignored and explained away as a consequence of
332 damping by surrounding fish tissue rather than a property of the bladder. One
333 notable exception, a study by Feuillade and Nero modeled the fish acoustically
334 assuming the bladder cavity acts as an underwater bubble, the bladder wall as
335 rubber, and the surrounding fish tissue as viscoelastic (Feuillade and Nero 1998).
336 Their model attempted to explain changes in frequency of target returns from cod in
337 a Norwegian fjord (Sand and Hawkins 1973). After utilizing extensive math,
338 considerably beyond the grasp of most biologists, they, unfortunately, had to resort
339 to parameter fitting to make their model conform to the data. Most swimbladders
340 have a cylindrical shape that tapers posteriorly, and one boundary-element model
341 has utilized shape as a variable (Francis and Foote 2003) rather than assuming a
342 prolate spheroid although Weston (1967) demonstrated that bladder shape, unless
343 extremely elongate, should have a minor effect on natural frequency. The decay
344 waveform of weakfish sounds following sonic muscle contraction has also been
345 used in an acoustic model (Sprague 2000). Clearly there is much to understand
346 about the acoustic behavior of swimbladders. However, the concept of the pulsating
347 resonant bubble has been the dominant paradigm since the 1960s and is still the
348 default belief of many investigators.
349 In many cases investigators have assumed that the resonant properties of
350 swimbladders can magnify sounds produced elsewhere in the body, but to our
351 knowledge this has not been demonstrated except in cases of direct contact between
352 the structure and the bladder. Fine et al. recorded hand-held disturbance calls from
353 juvenile channel catfish both before and after removal of air with a hypodermic
354 needle (Fine et al. 1997). Following this manipulation, both the sound amplitude
355 and power spectrum of the calls did not change, suggesting that the swimbladder
356 did not affect sound production. Note, however, that removing gas from toadfish
357 (Tavolga 1964), cichlid (Longrie et al. 2009) and damselfish swimbladders (Colleye
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358 et al. 2012) decreases sound amplitude, indicating the importance of gas in the
359 bladder to amplify and radiate movement of sonic muscles but not necessarily
360 supporting the logic of a resonant structure.

361 3.8 Swimbladder Damping and Tuning

362 The resonant bubble model posits a sharply tuned vibration with gradual expo-
363 nential damping and predicts that larger fish with bigger bladders will have lower
364 peak frequencies. The argument of surrounding tissue damping the swimbladder is
365 not supported by physiological work in the toadfish in which the body cavity was
366 opened to expose the swimbladder (Fine et al. 2001, 2009). In toadfish, the
367 damping coefficient averaged 0.37, and values between 0.1 and 0.5 are equivalent
368 to automobile shock absorbers—a device to prevent resonance. The frequency
369 spectra are flat rather than peaked, and peak frequencies do not correlate with fish
370 size. Although recordings of Atlantic croaker in water are more sharply tuned with
371 higher Qs in water than in air (Fine et al. 2004), the Q values are considerably lower
372 than predicted by the bubble model. Although peak frequency decreases with fish
373 size in weakfish, lower frequencies have been interpreted as a the scaling effect
374 (Connaughton et al. 1997, 2002): bigger fish with longer muscles will take more
375 time to complete a muscle twitch, resulting in a longer period in the acoustic
376 waveform and therefore a lower dominant frequency. Similarly colder temperatures,
377 not part of the bubble equation, will decrease muscle twitch time and result in lower
378 frequency sounds (see also Connaughton et al. 1997; Feher et al. 1998; Papes and
379 Ladich 2011).
380 Amplitude decay in a resonant structure like a tuning fork will maintain a
381 constant frequency, i.e., waveform period. However, sound periods from fish calls
382 often increase after the final muscle contraction. This type of response is illustrated
383 in the long-duration advertisement call of a black drum produced by multiple
384 muscle contractions (Locascio and Mann 2011) in which later sound cycles have
385 longer periods than earlier ones (Fig. 3.2). This phenomenon is likely explained by
386 muscle fatigue resulting in longer contraction and relaxation times and clearly
387 indicates that frequency is not being driven by bladder resonance.

388 3.9 The Swimbladder as an Omnidirectional Radiator

389 The underwater bubble model assumes a monopole that radiates sound omnidi-
390 rectionally, but some sonic swimbladders have interesting shapes, diverticula,
391 internal septa, and muscle investments that could impart a directional pattern to
392 sound radiation. The swimbladder of the oyster toadfish is heart shaped (Fig. 3.3),
393 and the sonic muscles extend from the most rostral point on the swimbladder,
394 around the sides and meet at the posterior midline of the bladder. Additionally, the
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395 confluence of the two anterior projections is stiff and without muscles. Barimo and
396 Fine tested the hypothesis that the swimbladder is adapted to avoid stimulating the
397 saccular otoliths that are several centimeters forward of the bladder (Barimo and
398 Fine 1998). They therefore predicted a directional sound field that parallels bladder
399 shape. Sound amplitude decreased ca 1 dB drop from 0° to about 45° and then
400 increased to 180°; sounds were several dB greater behind than in front of the fish at
401 a distance of 1 m. The sonic muscles of the toadfish are arranged in onion-like
402 lamellar sheets so that muscle fibers assume a circular shape, and fibers attach to the
403 bladder wall at both ends (Fine et al. 1990, 1993; Hirsch et al. 1998). As circular
404 muscles, their contractions push the bladder sides inward, increasing internal
405 pressure, which pushes the ventral bladder outward (Skoglund 1961; Fine et al.
406 2001). This quadrupole motion is inefficient because gas is being shunted in
407 opposite directions, contrary to the pulsating bubble in which all surfaces would be
408 exerting an equivalent force on the medium. Slow motions of the bladder fail to
409 produce audible sound (Fine et al. 2001, 2009), thereby explaining the need for
410 superfast muscles. Although utilizing a quadrupole motion, acoustically the bladder
411 is a mixed source with monopole, dipole, and quadrupole components, and the
412 monopole component would be responsible for most of the sound radiation.

Amplitude levels off 

Longer cycles 

Fig. 3.2 Oscillogram of the advertisement call of the black drum Pogonias cromis modified from
Locascio and Mann (2011). The red arrow above the waveform indicates that the amplitude levels
off, which should not occur during exponential decay. The two black arrows below demonstrate
that cycle duration increases during the call indicating muscle fatigue and slower contractions
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413 The sea catfish Ariopsis felis may use sound for echolocation, which would
414 require a forward-directed sound (Tavolga 1971a, 1976). Tavolga found that sound
415 amplitude decreased about 7 dB behind the fish, consistent with sonic muscles
416 vibrating the anterior portion of the swimbladder via the bony elastic spring
417 (Tavolga 1977). Thus the sea catfish and the oyster toadfish have directional
418 propagation that peaks in opposite directions, relating to different patterns of muscle
419 attachment and contraction.
420 In the Atlantic croaker (see Fig. 1.7 in Ladich and Fine 2006), the sonic muscles
421 originate on a tendon on the ventral midline, follow the inner contour of the
422 hypaxial muscles and insert on an aponeurosis that attaches to the dorsal surface of
423 the mid to posterior bladder. Contraction of these muscles should pull the dorso-
424 lateral surfaces of the swimbladder inward and downward, increasing internal
425 pressure. This pressure likely expands the anterior portion of the bladder, which is

Fig. 3.3 Photographs of the
swimbladder of the oyster
toadfish Opsanus tau from
Barimo and Fine (1998).
a Dorsal view. b Ventral
view. c Ventral view exposing
the internal structure of the
bladder. Note that the muscles
are closer to the midline on
the dorsal than the ventral
surface and that sonic muscles
connect behind the bladder
but do not invest the bladder’s
anterior-medial surface. At
the confluence of the two
anterior chambers there is an
internal column (arrows) that
supports the bladder and is
hypothesized to damp
vibrations
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426 not covered by muscles or aponeurosis. Thus the anterior and posterior ends of the
427 swimbadder likely vibrate with different patterns and phases making a complex
428 source, which has yet to be investigated.
429 Typically, sound amplitude is determined by volume velocity (Bradbury and
430 Vehrencamp 1998) of a speaker or a bladder, i.e., louder sounds will be caused by
431 more rapid movement of a larger surface. Many swimbladders taper posteriorly: we
432 note that fishes as different as the fawn cusk-eel (Fine et al. 2007) and the Atlantic
433 croaker (Fine unpublished observation) terminate in a heavy protruding point (duck
434 tail). We hypothesize that due to the small surface area and thickness of the duck
435 tail, the caudalmost part of the bladder will not radiate sound efficiently and will
436 likely reflect internal pressure forward thus contributing to vibration amplitude in
437 the anterior bladder. Additionally, males of some ophidiid fishes have thick pro-
438 truding “donuts” near the posterior bladder that are lined internally with a thin
439 membrane (Courtenay 1971; Casadevall et al. 1996; Parmentier et al. 2010b) that
440 could function as a pressure release surface.
441 Swimbladders typically have a single chamber, but there is incredible variability
442 in shape and multiple chambers can occur (Birindelli et al. 2009). The swimbladder
443 in the oyster toadfish has a thin septum containing a sphincter that separates anterior
444 and posterior parts of the organ (Fänge and Wittenberg 1958), and Tracy indicated
445 that this partitioning separated gas secreting and reabsorbing parts of the bladder
446 (Tracy 1911). Based on the physiology of toadfish sound production (Skoglund
447 1961; Fine et al. 2001), it is unlikely to affect sound production although it has not
448 been tested experimentally. Many ostariophysine fishes have two or even three
449 chambers, and we suggest that all chambers contribute to buoyancy but divisions
450 likely indicate acoustic specializations. Note differences in the channel catfish
451 Ictalurus punctatus and the blue catfish Ictalurus furcatus, which have, respec-
452 tively, one and two chambers despite being in the same genus (Miano et al. 2013).
453 Piranhas and other characids (Ladich and Bass 2005) have a small anterior and a
454 larger posterior chamber. The anterior chamber is the major radiator, and the
455 posterior chamber makes little contribution to sound production (Millot et al. 2011).
456 The batrachoidid B. trispinosus has a bilaterally divided swimbladder, forming two
457 separate bladders, which are responsible for the individual production of acoustic
458 beats as reported in some tetrapods (Rice and Bass 2009). In summary, there are
459 many swimbladder adaptations that have not been studied functionally and much
460 we do not understand.

461 3.10 Swimbladder as an Auditory Organ

462 Historically, the swimbladder was seen as an accessory auditory organ that trans-
463 duces acoustic pressure into vibrations (creation of particle motion) that stimulate
464 the otolith organs directly. Fishes were classically divided into auditory generalist
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465 and specialist species (Popper and Fay 2011). Generalists have spaces between the
466 swimbladder and the ears, are relatively insensitive (high auditory thresholds) and
467 respond to low frequencies. Specialists have direct connections to the ears such as
468 Weberian ossicles (Weber 1913), rostral swimbladder diverticula (Coombs and
469 Popper 1979; Ramcharitar et al. 2006; Parmentier et al. 2011a, b, c; Schulz-Mirbach
470 et al. 2013) that terminate in close proximity to the ears, or anterior bladders in
471 mormyrids and suprabranchial chambers in gouramis (Yan 1998; Yan et al. 2000;
472 Fletcher and Crawford 2001). Specialists hear higher frequencies and have lower
473 thresholds than generalists. Recently, Popper and Fay argued against these terms,
474 correctly noting that boundary between specialists and generalists is imprecise, and
475 the term generalist is not suitably descriptive (Popper and Fay 2011). The future of
476 these terms is unclear because despite their weakness, they valuably, if imperfectly,
477 succeed in separating two ends of a continuum. In the toadfish, blue gourami, and a
478 goby, deflating the bladder has no effect on hearing (Yan 1998; Yan et al. 2000).
479 However, under the same conditions, bladder deflation or extirpation of auditory
480 ossicles in goldfish, an auditory specialist, increased thresholds by up to 50 dB
481 (Yan et al. 2000; Ladich and Wysocki 2003). Therefore, excitation of a “generalist”
482 swimbladder, without a direct connection to the ears, did not produce vibrations of
483 sufficient amplitude to stimulate the ears.
484 This issue brings up an interesting paradox given that swimbladders are
485 responsible for most of fish target strength. How can sonar stimulate returns from
486 fishes that may be hundreds of meters distant, but vibrations do not travel several
487 centimeters between the swimbladder and the ears unless there are specific con-
488 nections? The probable answer is that most nonspecialized fish hear low frequen-
489 cies (typically below 1 kHz) and most sonars utilize much higher frequencies (up to
490 430 kHz) with small wavelengths that will be scattered by the bladder. Longer
491 wavelengths of low-frequency sounds fail to “see” the bladder and pass through the
492 fish with minimal interaction. Thus it appears that bladder resonance does not serve
493 a hearing function in unspecialized fishes that hear low-frequency sound. Note that
494 the acoustic impedance of animal tissue (ρc or the density times the speed of sound)
495 is similar to that of water (Urick 1975), and it does not provide a discontinuity to
496 sound. This phenomenon was demonstrated in a biological context by recording
497 sounds of carapid fish in and outside of their sea cucumber hosts (Parmentier et al.
498 2006a). Sound amplitude was similar in both contexts indicating no measureable
499 effect by passing through the sea cucumber integument.
500 Several studies indicate that fishes without a connection between the swim-
501 bladder and ears can detect sound pressure [e.g. pomacentrids (Myrberg and Spires
502 1980), cods (Sand and Hawkins 1973) and midshipman (Coffin et al. 2014)],
503 suggesting species differences in the ability to detect pressure. However, these
504 studies do not rule out the possibility of an unknown conducting pathway between
505 the bladder and the ears (see treatment of pomacentrid sound production below)
506 requiring further work to settle this question.

AQ2
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507 3.11 The Forced Response and Swimbladder Sounds

508 The alternative to the resonant bubble is the forced-response model (Fine 2012),
509 which posits that swimbladder sounds damp rapidly, exhibit directionality, and their
510 frequency spectrum is dictated by contraction dynamics of superfast sonic muscles.
511 This contention is supported by recent work (Fine et al. 2001; Connaughton 2004;
512 Millot et al. 2011; Parmentier et al. 2011a, b, c). A faster-contracting muscle will
513 produce a higher frequency sound. The resonant frequency of the gas inside the
514 bladder (the internal underwater bubble) does not appear to be of major importance
515 in dictating frequency because damping prevents the expression of resonance. At
516 the very least, one should not use bladder resonance to explain frequency and size
517 changes without direct evidence. The gas is important in radiating muscle con-
518 tractions, and deflation of the toadfish swimbladder decreases sound amplitude
519 (Tavolga 1964) but not fundamental frequency, which is determined as a forced
520 response (Skoglund 1961; Fine et al. 2001).

521 3.12 The Forced Response, Sound Frequency, and Size
522 Effects

523 In some instances, larger individuals produce swimbladder sounds with lower peak
524 frequencies, which have been interpreted as bladder resonance since resonant fre-
525 quency would decrease with bladder size. However, what was a simple story is
526 unraveling, and there are alternate interpretations and variation between various
527 mechanisms within different groups of fishes (see discussion below).

528 3.13 Fast Intrinsic Muscles

529 Intrinsic muscles attach completely to large areas of the swimbladder (Parmentier
530 and Diogo 2006) and are classic examples of superfast muscles (Skoglund 1961;
531 Rome et al. 1996; Fine et al. 2001) in various toadfishes (Tower 1908; Rice and
532 Bass 2009) and sea robins (Connaughton 2004). Intrinsic muscles are capable of
533 producing short-duration pulsed-type sounds with a small number of contractions,
534 but they are generally associated with production of long-duration tonal notes.
535 Tonal sounds require each subsequent muscle contraction to occur before the
536 previous muscle twitch (the relaxation component) is complete. In such fishes, the
537 fundamental frequency may not change with fish size since muscle contraction rate
538 determines the fundamental frequency (Skoglund 1961; Fine et al. 2001), i.e., one
539 sound cycle for each contraction. Although fundamental frequency varies with
540 temperature and seasonally (Fine 1978a, b), choruses of toadfish, comprised of
541 different-sized fish, can have fundamental frequencies varying over as little as
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542 10 Hz (Fine 1978a, b). Similarly, the fundamental frequency of the toadfish grunt
543 does not vary with fish size (Waybright et al. 1990). In small Lusitanian toadfish
544 Halobatrachus didactylus, a European species, the sound spectral of fishes <7 cm is
545 concentrated at the third and fourth harmonics (420–570 Hz) whereas bigger fish
546 have most energy at the fundamental frequency at about 110 Hz (Vasconcelos and
547 Ladich 2008; see Chap. 4 this volume). This difference likely reflects the rela-
548 tionship between the swimbladder size and the wavelength of sound it produces.
549 The small bladders of young fish will be more effective in coupling higher fre-
550 quencies into water. Such a difference is unlikely to reflect differences in sonic
551 muscle physiology or the sonic mechanism and certainly not bladder resonance.
552 During a sustained contraction, the sonic muscle contraction rate can decrease
553 slightly causing a slight frequency modulation of the fundamental frequency. In the
554 sea robin, the two intrinsic muscles contract alternately, doubling the fundamental
555 frequency of evoked sounds (Connaughton 2004).

556 3.14 Extrinsic Muscles

557 There are numerous arrangements of extrinsic muscles, which generally have their
558 origins on various bones on the skull although that is not invariant (Ladich and Fine
559 2006). Extrinsic muscles connect to the swimbladder or to other modified bones,
560 such as ribs, epineurals, the pectoral girdle, or tendons that attach to the bladder. In
561 cases in which the bladder connects directly to a large area of the swimbladder, as
562 in pimelodid catfishes (Ladich and Fine 2006), the mechanism of sound generation
563 appears similar to that of intrinsic muscles, i.e., one muscle twitch pulls on the
564 bladder and then relaxes, producing a back and forth bladder movement and one
565 forced cycle of sound generation, i.e., a fast mechanism. We will also discuss
566 recently discovered sonic mechanisms with a slow muscle and a glaucosomatid fish
567 that makes sounds using a slow-type system although activated by a fast muscle,
568 which may represent an intermediate condition in the evolution of fast sonic
569 muscles. Subsequent sections will discuss sonic systems that utilize other body
570 muscles that vibrate the swimbladder although they are not directly connected to it,
571 and finally a parallel system that appears to produce sounds by rapidly vibrating the
572 pectoral radials. As stated previously (Ladich and Fine 2006), there is no clear way
573 of simply classifying all these systems because of numerous convergences.

574 3.14.1 Fast Extrinsic Muscles

575 3.14.1.1 Catfishes

576 There are different arrangements of sonic muscles in various catfish families (Kaatz
577 and Stewart 1997, 2012; Fine and Ladich 2003; Ladich and Fine 2006; Parmentier
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578 and Diogo 2006) and some families (for instance the North American ictalurids) do
579 not possess swimbladder muscles. In the pimelodids, muscles attach directly to
580 large expanses of the rostroventral surface of the bladder, but there are other cases
581 in which the sonic muscle inserts on variously derived elastic spring mechanisms,
582 the Springfederapparat or Ramus Műlleri, a modified rib, that attaches to the
583 bladder (Sörensen 1895; Chardon 1968; Ladich and Bass 1996). The muscle pulls
584 the bladder forward directly or through the spring mechanism. Sound production is
585 due to the pull and rebound from the stretched bladder and the spring mechanism.
586 Catfishes make a variety of sounds, and some appear to have multiple cycles per
587 unit (Kaatz and Stewart 2012). Although undetermined, multiple cycles likely result
588 from vibrations of the elastic spring apparatus that causes the bladder to oscillate
589 repeatedly, and it is possible that the elastic spring mechanism precluded the
590 evolution of intrinsic muscles in this group.

591 3.14.1.2 Piranhas

592 Sonic muscles in piranhas originate on the vertebral column (Markl 1971) or second
593 rib (Ladich and Bass 2005) and insert on a broad tendon that surrounds the ventral
594 surface of the anterior chamber of the swimbladder. The fish uses fast muscles
595 (Kastberger 1981a, b) to produce two swimbladder sounds: a single pulse during
596 circling and fighting behavior associated with food competition and a multicycle
597 harmonic bark produced during frontal displays (Millot et al. 2011). Most of the
598 vibration comes from the anterior chamber, and the posterior chamber is not a major
599 contributor to sound production. The peak of the sound occurs during maximal
600 swimbladder velocity, and the sound damps rapidly after the final muscle con-
601 traction. Millot et al. (2011) note the similarity in sound generation between pira-
602 nhas and unrelated toadfish (Fine et al. 2001, 2009), despite major differences in
603 sonic muscle morphology and connectivity with the swimbladder. Interestingly,
604 muscles contract more rapidly after the initial part of the bark, which would be
605 controlled by more rapid commands from motor neurons.

606 3.14.1.3 Squirrelfish

607 Sounds have been recorded from several squirrelfish genera under natural and hand-
608 held conditions (Winn and Marshall 1963; Winn et al. 1964; Salmon 1967; Horch
609 and Salmon 1973). Parmentier et al. 2011 recorded sounds and described the sonic
610 system in different species of Neoniphon, Sargocentron, Holocentrus, and Myri-
611 pristis. In all species, sonic muscle contraction leads to a rostral displacement of the
612 proximal end of the first ribs and of the anterior swimbladder. The displacement is
613 brief because of the numerous ligaments between the vertebrae and the ribs, and the
614 abrupt arrest in displacement likely contributes to the short pulses of the call. The
615 skeletal components likely oscillate for several cycles in Neoniphon, Sargocentron,
616 and Holocentrus, which drive the swimbladder to produce three-cycle pulses.
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617 Myripristis, however, produces a single cycle for each pulse, and the skeletal
618 mechanism for quicker damping is unclear. In Myripristis, the muscles and sonic
619 ligament insert only on the ribs of the third vertebra whereas they insert on ribs of
620 third, fourth, and fifth vertebrae in other species.

621 3.14.1.4 Sciaenids

622 Sciaenids are important commercial and recreational species whose choruses have
623 been studied on at least five continents. They form concentrated mating aggrega-
624 tions at night and have been the major subject of passive acoustics studies (Guest
625 and Lasswell 1978; Mok and Gilmore 1983; Connaughton and Taylor 1995; Mok
626 et al. 2009; Tellechea et al. 2010a, b; Miles et al. 2012; Picculin et al. 2012; Borie
627 et al. 2014). At least during the mating season, males will produce disturbance calls
628 when held, which aids in identification. A typical sciaenid such as the weakfish has
629 sonic muscles that originate on a small tendon on the ventral midline and follow the
630 inner contour of the hypaxial trunk muscles to insert on an aponeurosis (flattened
631 tendon) attached to the dorsal surface of the bladder (Ono and Poss 1982;
632 Connaughton et al. 1997; Lagardère and Mariani 2006; Parmentier et al. 2014). The
633 muscles form during puberty and grow down from the aponeurosis to the ventral
634 origin (Hill et al. 1987). Muscles continue to grow, and therefore larger fish produce
635 sounds with greater amplitude and lower peak frequency (Connaughton et al. 1997;
636 Tellechea et al. 2010a, b). Sonic muscles also undergo a seasonal cycle so that their
637 muscles hypertrophy during the mating season (Connaughton et al. 1997; Borie
638 et al. 2014). Although it may appear that these muscles split off from the hypaxial
639 musculature, their development makes their affinity unclear. Electromyograms
640 (EMGs) of weakfish Cynoscion regalis sonic muscles demonstrated one action
641 potential per sound pulse (Connaughton et al. 1997), and typical sciaenid sounds
642 consist of a series of pulses that rapidly damp (Sprague 2000). The peak frequency
643 of their sounds is determined largely by the cycle period with the greatest amplitude
644 (Connaughton et al. 1997).

645 3.14.2 Slow Extrinsic Swimbladder Muscles

646 Parmentier et al. (2006b) demonstrated that a carapid fish, which produces sounds
647 from the cloacal cavity of a sea cucumber, uses slow muscles. In Carapus species,
648 (Parmentier et al. 2008a, b), the muscles travel from the orbital region of the skull to
649 the rostrodorsal swimbladder. In Carapus mourlani, C. acus, and C. boraborensis,
650 the muscle ends on a hooked tendon that is held in place by two swimbladder
651 tubercles. In C. homei and E. gracilis, the muscle inserts directly on the swim-
652 bladder (Parmentier et al. 2008a, b). Just caudal to the insertion is a swimbladder
653 fenestra, a stretchable band without the heavy tunica externa that covers the rest of
654 the bladder (Parmentier et al. 2003a, b). Caudal to the fenestra, the swimbladder is
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655 firmly fastened to the vertebral column, which restricts its movement during muscle
656 contraction. Finally, a modified epineural rib, the swimbladder plate, attaches to the
657 bladder surrounding the lateral edges of the fenestra. Contraction of the sonic
658 muscles stretches the swimbladder fenestra until the insertions pop off the tubercles,
659 and the anterior bladder snaps back generating a sound pulse. The recoiling bladder
660 appears to set the swimbladder plate into resonance, which in turn causes multiple
661 cycles of swimbladder vibration.
662 The sonic muscle requires 490 ms for a twitch, compared to 10 ms in the oyster
663 toadfish (Skoglund 1961; Fine et al. 2001), and the muscle exhibits an unfused
664 tetanic contraction at about 10 Hz (Parmentier et al. 2006a, b, c). Thus there is one
665 slow muscle contraction for each sound pulse and a resonant response appears to be
666 driven by a bone, the swimbladder plate, rather than the swimbladder. With slow
667 muscles, each muscle contraction generates a pulse but not the frequency within a
668 pulse. Moreover, differences in the way the sonic muscles contact the swimbladder
669 can allow the production of different kinds of sounds (Parmentier et al. 2008a, b).
670 Although there are a few shallow water species, most cusk-eels are found in deep
671 water over the continental slope. The complex anatomy of several species has been
672 described, (Courtenay 1971; Howes 1992; Fine et al. 2007; Nguyen et al. 2008), but
673 the sounds of deep species have not been recorded. Moreover, there are a number of
674 sexually dimorphic components of the sonic system, suggesting sounds are
675 important in courtship. Within the subfamily Ophidiinae, sounds have been
676 recorded from two species: Ophidion marginatum (Mann et al. 1997; Sprague and
677 Luczkovich 2001) and Ophidion rochei (Parmentier et al. 2010b; Kéver et al.
678 2012b, 2014). Calls from the striped cusk-eel Ophidium marginatum have peak
679 frequencies above 1 kHz (Mann et al. 1997; Sprague and Luczkovich 2001), which
680 should be impossible using conventional fast swimbladder muscles since twitches
681 would have to occur in less than 1 ms, faster than any known direct muscle. There
682 are insect flight muscles that contract at such high rates, but they are indirect
683 muscles working with wing resonance in small insects, i.e., there are multiple
684 contractions for each nerve volley (Josephson 2006).
685 In males of Ophidion rochei and O. barbatum, the sonic apparatus includes three
686 pairs of extrinsic sonic muscles that act directly or indirectly on the swimbladder
687 (Parmentier et al. 2006, 2010a; Kéver et al. 2012a) (Fig. 3.4). The dorsal sonic
688 muscle inserts on the first neural arch, referred to as the neural rocker because it is
689 modified to pivot in the rostrocaudal plane, toward and away from the cranium
690 (Fine et al. 2007; Parmentier et al. 2010a). The intermediate sonic muscle inserts
691 directly on the first pair of epineurals which attach to the neural rocker and connect
692 by ligaments to the swimbladder. The ventral sonic muscles insert on the rocker
693 bone, a bean-shaped skeletal structure that grows out of the anterior surface of the
694 swimbladder (Parmentier et al. 2008a, b).
695 As in Carapus species, calls would result from a release mechanism that utilizes
696 three steps. The contraction of the dorsal muscle first pulls the epineural, epineural
697 ligament, and the rocker bone backward, placing them under tension. Second,
698 contraction of the ventral muscle pulls the rocker bone forward, while the dorsal
699 muscle remains contracted. Third, ventral muscle relaxation combined with the
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700 tension on the dorsal muscle causes the rapid backward movement of the rocker
701 bone and the rebound of the swimbladder (Parmentier et al. 2010b).
702 Sounds of a male Ophidion rochei differ from those of juveniles and females and
703 reflect major shifts in male anatomy during puberty (Kéver et al. 2012b, 2014).
704 Female sounds are harmonic and have a short intrapulse period (3.7 ms) (see
705 Chap. 5 this volume). In fact, oscillograms are typical of fish sounds produced by
706 high-speed muscles (Skoglund 1961; Cohen and Winn 1967; Fine et al. 2001;
707 Millot et al. 2011). Female sounds have a fundamental frequency of about 250 Hz,
708 suggesting rapid contraction rate of sonic muscle (Kéver et al. 2012b). These
709 systems need to be evaluated physiologically.

710 3.14.3 Intermediate Condition with Fast Extrinsic Muscles

711 The pearl perch Glaucosoma buergeri is an advanced perciform not closely related
712 to Ophidiiform fishes. It has a number of characteristics of fishes with slow muscles
713 including rostral sonic muscles that extend from the head to the dorsarostral edge of
714 the swimbladder, a swimbladder fenestra, and a firm vertebral attachment of the
715 caudal bladder behind the fenestra (Mok et al. 2011) (Fig. 3.5). The sonic system

rocker bone

Swimbladder

wing-like process

neural rocker

ventral sonic muscle

dorsal sonic muscle

intermediate sonic muscle

swimbladder plate

epineural ligament

ventral plate

(a)

(b) swimbladder fenestra

ventral plate

Fig. 3.4 Drawing of the skeleton, swimbladder, and sonic muscles of a representative ophidiid
fish
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716 includes a tendon from the ninth vertebra that ends in a smooth muscle attached to
717 the underside of the dorsal tunica externa of the swimbladder. The tendon acts as an
718 antagonist to the head sonic muscles. Pulling on the skeletal sonic muscles stretches
719 the anterior swimbladder and places the caudal tendon-smooth muscle combination
720 under strain, which causes the swimbladder to snap back once the muscle twitch is
721 released. The fish produces a two-part pulse: pulse part 1 (PP1) is a low amplitude
722 component followed by pulse part 2 a high amplitude component (Fig. 3.6).
723 However, the waveform of PP1 has a period of 4.2 ms, indicative of a superfast
724 muscle, but the high-amplitude PP2 would be caused by rebound of the stretched
725 tendon pulling the bladder back to a resting state. Thus, we have an intermediate
726 condition with a fast muscle that operates primarily by rebound of a stretched
727 bladder and tendons, a slow cock and release mechanism. Removal of the tendon
728 and an increase in the size of the head muscle could represent a sequence in the
729 evolution of typical sonic systems driven by extrinsic muscles.

external sound producing muscle
posterior part of the SWB

hemal spines

posterior part of the SWB

anterior part of the SWB

inner smooth muscle tendon

I 

inner part of the SWB

anterior part of the SWB

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.5 Drawing of the skeleton, swimbladder, and sonic muscles of a glaucosomatid fish.
Parallels between the glaucosomatid and the ophidiid in Fig. 3.4 include muscles attached to the
dorsal anterior swimbladder, a swimbladder fenestra, and a rigid coupling of the posterior
swimbladder to the vertebral column
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730 3.15 Muscles that Vibrate the Swimbladder Although
731 not Directly Attached

732 3.15.1 Cichlids

733 Longrie et al. found that sound production in a cichlid, the black tilapia
734 Oreochromis niloticus occurs by contraction of a horizontal band of muscle, the
735 vesica longitudinalis (Longrie et al. 2009). Contraction, stimulated electrically,
736 causes backward movement of the pectoral and pelvic girdles and forward move-
737 ment of the anal fin. Individual fibers have an oblique orientation that would
738 displace the rib cage, which is intimately connected to the lateral surface of the
739 bladder. Spontaneous sounds have been separated into an initial high-frequency
740 phase and a second and longer low-frequency phase that occurs after body
741 movement stops (Longrie et al. 2009). Bladder deflation alters the amplitude of the
742 sounds but has little effect on the frequency spectrum indicating that it does not
743 depend on bladder resonance, and thereby implicates rib movement as driving
744 bladder vibrations. An eraser placed in the mouth prevented contact of pharyngeal
745 teeth ruling them out as the cause of the sounds in this species but not necessarily in
746 other cichlids.

747 3.15.2 Butterflyfish (Chaetodontidae)

748 There is considerable variation in sonic mechanisms in the family Chaetodontidae
749 (Tricas et al. 2006; Boyle and Tricas 2010, 2011). The pennant butterflyfish
750 Heniochus chrysostomus has an unusual sonic system with a series of paired
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Fig. 3.6 Oscillogram and sonogram of a series of sound pulses evoked by touching the abdomen
of the pearl perch Glaucosoma buergeri. The box in the oscillogram designates the first pulse, and
the vertical dashed line separates pulse parts 1 and 2. From Mok et al. (2011)
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751 superior oblique muscles (Parmentier et al. 2011a, b, c). A superficial and a deep
752 muscle originate on the occipital region of the skull and insert on the rostral surface
753 of the third rib. There is also a massive series of six muscles that form a band
754 connecting ribs 3 through 9. Close to the medial surface, these ribs are also
755 connected by a series of tendons. The swimbladder is united with the medial surface
756 of the ribs, and thus muscle contraction will stimulate bladder vibration. The fish
757 produces both isolated and trains of pulses with a fundamental frequency between
758 130 and 180 Hz. Sound pulses have a complex waveform with one relatively slow
759 high amplitude cycle, a series of higher frequency oscillations that increase in
760 amplitude without a change in frequency, and continue to oscillate for a number of
761 cycles. The fundamental frequency does not vary with fish size, yet vibrations
762 continue with a relatively constant period suggesting resonance. Our interpretation
763 of the waveform is that the initial muscle twitch, which extends the third rib forward
764 and compresses the remaining ribs, excites the ribs and tendons to resonance,
765 driving multiple cycles of swimbladder oscillation. The coral reef Pyramid
766 Butterflyfish Hemitaurichthys polylepis has a similar process of sound production.
767 However, Boyle et al. (2013) provide new insights. Hemitaurichthys polylepis also
768 produces rapid pulse train sounds with extrinsic high-speed swimbladder muscles
769 (Boyle et al. 2013) that also cause a rapid buckling of the tissues lateral to the
770 anterior swimbladder (Boyle and Tricas 2010).
771 Experiments with Forcepsfish (Forcipiger flavissimus) demonstrate a dramati-
772 cally different kinematic pattern associated with sound emission (Boyle and Tricas
773 2011). Electromyograms indicate many unsynchronized muscle action potentials
774 during activity, and no synchronous activity of anterior hypaxial musculature was
775 observed during sound emission (Boyle and Tricas 2011). Thus, sonic motor
776 kinematics in Forcepsfish likely involves diverse motor nuclei with muscles
777 innervated by multiple nerves.

778 3.16 Slam Mechanism that Excites the Swimbladder
779 Indirectly

780 3.16.1 Damselfish (Pomacentridae)

781 Numerous pomacentrids produce series of pulses in male courtship that have been
782 shown to carry species-specific information (Myrberg et al. 1978, 1993; Parmentier
783 et al. 2009; Colleye et al. 2011). Larger individuals produce lower frequencies and a
784 pulse waveform with a slow exponential decay, suggesting swimbladder resonance
785 and potentially refuting the forced-response model (Lobel and Mann 1995; Colleye
786 et al. 2009, 2011). Parmentier et al. (2007) found sound pulses are produced using a
787 stretched tendon that causes the jaw to snap in the clown fish Amphiprion clarkii.
788 Further study on the sonic mechanism (Colleye et al. 2012) indicates the impor-
789 tance of the bladder as the sound radiator since filling its lumen with saline
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790 decreases pulse duration, raises the dominant frequency and complicates the
791 attenuation pattern. However, the dominant frequency of natural sounds was lower
792 than predicted by the resonant bubble equation. When regressed against fish
793 standard length, the dominant frequency regression lines for the predicted and
794 observed frequencies had similar slopes suggesting another resonant structure
795 drives swimbladder vibrations. The fish’s ribs press into the bladder and striking
796 them with a piezoelectric hammer induces a waveform similar to that of natural
797 sounds (Colleye et al. 2012). Decreasing frequency in larger fish therefore suggests
798 that longer and more massive ribs oscillate at a lower natural frequency and are
799 therefore drive lower dominant frequencies. The component of the pathway that
800 conducts vibrations from the jaw slam to the ribs is not yet understood.
801 In summary, there are fish swimbladder sounds that damp quickly, and others
802 that continue to oscillate for several cycles after muscle contraction ends. Histori-
803 cally, such slow-damping sounds would be ascribed to swimbladder resonance.
804 However, multiple oscillations occur in sonic systems with bones and tendons that
805 continue to drive the swimbladder. At this point it appears that the structure of the
806 bladder wall and not damping by surrounding fish tissue is responsible for rapid
807 swimbladder damping and that in general swimbladder sound production is con-
808 sistent with the forced-response model.

809 3.17 Sounds with Muscles Not Associated
810 with a Swimbladder

811 3.17.1 Sculpins and Gobies

812 Barber and Mowbray described tonal sounds of the longhorn sculpin Myxocephalus
813 octodecimspinous produced by a series of continuous contractions of the cranio-
814 clavicula muscle, which moves the pectoral girdle (Barber and Mowbray 1956).
815 Gobies can produce pulsed sounds, tonal sounds, and complex sounds with both
816 components, and there are species with and without a swimbladder (Lugli et al.
817 1995; Malavasi et al. 2008). As in the sculpin, the fast levator pectoralis muscle,
818 which originates on the skull and inserts on the dorsal tip of the cleithrum, fires one
819 action potential per sound cycle. The left and right muscles contract in relative
820 synchrony, and the enlarged pectoral radials are the likely sound radiators
821 (Parmentier et al. 2013). Thus this mechanism works similarly to muscles that drive
822 the swimbladder directly although with a different radiator since the sculpin and this
823 goby do not have a swimbladder. Parmentier et al. (2013) note that both sculpins
824 and gobies are demersal species that, although not closely related, share similar
825 pectoral morphologies. The sonic mechanism in these species likely represents
826 another case of convergent evolution. The sound system in darters (Johnston and
827 Johnson 2000a, b; Speares and Johnston 2011) and blennies (De Jong et al. 2007) is
828 not yet clarified, but similar pectoral vibrations might be a good candidate.
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829 3.18 Sonic Muscle Structure, Biochemistry, and Physiology

830 In order to produce the rapid contractions necessary to excite swimbladder sounds,
831 sonic fibers have a number of convergent morphological and biochemical adaptations
832 for speed (Fawcett and Revel 1961; Bass and Marchaterre 1989; Fine et al. 1993;
833 Loesser et al. 1997). Similarities in fiber ultrastructure between sonic muscles of
834 the toadfish (occipital innervation) and the weakfish (true and segmental spinal
835 innervation) are striking and support convergent evolution. Morphological, physio-
836 logical, and biochemical features of sonicmuscles appear to facilitate high contraction
837 rates. Complementing the mitochondria arrangement, multiple capillaries surround
838 fibers providing exchange of oxygen and other metabolites (Lewis et al. 2003).
839 Superfast muscles are endowed with general physiological traits which are
840 generally common to all fibers of that type (Rome and Lindstedt 1998; Rome et al.
841 1999; Young and Rome 2001; Rome 2006). However, all superfast fibers should
842 not be seen as identical because not enough information is available to determine
843 adaptations that occur in all of these muscles and ones that are species-specific
844 (Tikunov and Rome 2009). For instance, sonic fibers in Opsanus tau and O. beta
845 commonly contract two to three times faster than in Type I Poricthys notatus,
846 which produces long-duration (multi-minute) calls.
847 Excluding the small volume devoted to metabolic fuels (lipid and glycogen),
848 myofibrils, sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), and mitochondria comprise approximately
849 100 % of muscle fiber volume (Rome and Lindstedt 1998). Myofibril volume
850 determines the contraction force, SR determines the contraction rate, and the
851 mitochondria permit sustained performance (fatigue resistance). The volume of the
852 three contributes to a zero-sum game, i.e., functional specializations are attributable to
853 shifts in the proportions of these structures (Lindstedt et al. 1998; Rome and Linstedt
854 1998). Superfast muscles in toadfish have the fastest known calcium spike in a
855 vertebrate muscle (Rome et al. 1996), rapid cross-bridge detachment (Rome et al.
856 1999), huge activator stores of calcium (Somlyo et al. 1977; Feher et al. 1998),
857 multiple innervation of muscle fibers (Gainer 1969; Hirsch et al. 1998), and modified
858 parvalbumins (Hamoir et al. 1980). In the toadfish, which produces long-duration
859 boatwhistle calls, an expanded SR increases calcium capacity so that the muscle can
860 keep contracting despite surprisingly slow reuptake of calcium (Feher et al. 1998).
861 Remaining calcium can be returned to the SR between boatwhistle calls, and spe-
862 cialized parvalbumin will bind calcium released from troponin until it can be rese-
863 questered in the SR. However, concentration of foot protein (part of the functional
864 calcium-release channel at the SR-T-tubule junction) is higher in the sonic muscle
865 than in other skeletal muscles (Appelt et al. 1991). In terms of mechanical function,
866 morphology of superfast fibers and locomotory fibers are mutually exclusive. Loco-
867 motory fibers of the toadfish are too slow to drive sound production, which requires
868 high frequencies. Conversely at the low frequencies used for locomotion, superfast
869 fibers cannot generate sufficient mechanical power for locomotory movement.
870 Coincident with an expanded SR, myofibril and mitochondria volume are
871 reduced in the oyster toadfish (Appelt et al. 1991). The small volume of
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872 mitochondria, about 4 % of fiber volume in males (Appelt et al. 1991) decreases
873 fatigue resistance (Mitchell et al. 2006); therefore, the muscle can contract rapidly
874 but for short periods. Boatwhistles are emitted intermittently requiring contractions
875 for only several seconds per minute even when calling at a rapid rate. In fact,
876 toadfish spend most of their time in silence (Fine et al. 1977a, b; Thorson and Fine
877 2002a; Jordão et al. 2012). Not surprisingly, oxygen consumption for muscle
878 contraction is negligible on a whole animal basis (Amorim et al. 2002). In marked
879 contrast, Type I male midshipman have banks of mitochondria at the fiber
880 periphery, and they can produce courtship hums continuously for many minutes
881 (Bass and Marchaterre 1989). However, the midshipman contracts its muscles at
882 approximately half the speed of the oyster toadfish, again a caution that not all
883 superfast muscles are equivalent. Like the midshipman, rattlesnake shaker muscle is
884 also much slower than in the toadfish (Schaeffer et al. 1996).

885 3.18.1 Morphology

886 Fibers and myofibrils of fast-twitch teleost sonic muscles have a smaller diameter
887 than in trunk muscles (Evans 1973; Ono and Poss 1982; Fine et al. 1990, 1993;
888 Connaughton et al. 1997; Loesser et al. 1997; Parmentier et al. 2003b, 2014; Boyle
889 et al. 2013). Sonic muscle fibers, generally but not always, have a central core of
890 sarcoplasm (Fine et al. 1993; Ladich 2001) surrounded by a radially arranged
891 contractile cylinder consisting of alternating ribbons of SR and myofibrils (Fawcett
892 and Revel 1961; Eichelberg 1976; Ono and Poss 1982; Fine and Pennypacker 1988;
893 Bass and Marchaterre 1989; Appelt et al. 1991; Brantley et al. 1993; Fine et al.
894 1993; Connaughton et al. 1997; Loesser et al. 1997; Ladich 2001). The fiber
895 periphery contains a large sarcoplasmic band beneath the sarcolemma (Hamoir
896 et al. 1980; Hamoir and Focant 1981; Feher et al. 1998; Parmentier et al. 2013).
897 Mitochondria are located in the central core and beneath the sarcolemma
898 (Eichelberg 1977; Bass and Marchaterre 1989; Fine et al. 1993; Parmentier et al.
899 2013); typically, they are not present in the contractile cylinder. Thus fiber mor-
900 phology appears to be a trade-off: the intimate association of the SR and myofibrils
901 minimizes the distance that calcium has to shuttle from the SR to the myofibrils and
902 back. However, the absence of mitochondria in the contractile cylinder means that the
903 energy-producing and energy-utilizing portions of the fiber are separated, which
904 could hinder muscle performance. Fine et al. (1993) provided evidence that the dis-
905 tance between outer and core mitochondria is limiting and noted that large fibers tend
906 to differentiate multiple sarcoplasmic cores and to fragment nonmitotically into
907 smaller fibers. The presence ofmitochondria at both ends of well-spaced stacks of thin
908 planar myofibrils serves to minimize the diffusion time of ATP into the contractile
909 tube (Lewis et al. 2003). However, a central core is not present in all fish sonicmuscles
910 and is lacking in for example Pimelodus pictus, Carapus acus, Hemitaurichthys
911 polylepis and Gobius paganellus (Ladich 2001; Parmentier et al. 2003b, 2013;
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912 Boyle et al. 2013). In some of these fishes, there are a small number ofmitochondria in
913 the center of thefiber, which could be an incipient core that has not fully differentiated.
914 Triads, consisting of the transverse or t-tubule and two surrounding sarcoplasmic
915 cisternae are usually found at the Z-line in fishes with white fibers (Akster 1981;
916 Luther et al. 1995). Triads are also found at the Z-line in sonic muscles in weakfish
917 Cynoscion regalis (Ono and Poss 1982), tigerfish Terapon jarbua (Eichelberg
918 1976), catfishes Pimelodus and Platydoras (Ladich 2001) and the butterflyfish
919 Hemitaurichthys polylepis (Boyle et al. 2013). The transverse tubule in toadfish
920 Opsanus tau (Fawcett and Revel 1961; Loesser et al. 1997), midshipman
921 Porichthys notatus (Bass and Marchaterre 1989), and tigerfish Therapon jarbua
922 (Eichelberg 1976) is located at the A-I junction, as in mammals. They are at the
923 level of both the Z-line and A/I junctions in the primary sound-producing muscles
924 of the carapid Carapus acus (Parmentier et al. 2003b). Triads at the level of A/I
925 junction are closer to the myosin myofibrils and should decrease diffusion time.

926 3.18.2 Metabolism

927 For a muscle to contract and relax rapidly, calcium, the trigger for muscle con-
928 traction, must enter and be removed from the myoplasm rapidly. Myosin cross-
929 bridges must attach to actin and generate force shortly after calcium levels rise, and
930 bridges must quickly detach to stop generating force as levels fall (Rome and
931 Lindstedt 1998). Multiple sonic muscle characteristics appear to be adaptations for
932 speed because the high surface: volume ratio minimizes travel distance and
933 seemingly facilitates fast flow of metabolites, oxygen, and calcium (Eichelberg
934 1976; Fine et al. 1990; Feher et al. 1998). Similar to fibers of other high endurance
935 muscles (Schaeffer et al. 1996), the banks of mitochondria under the sarcolemma in
936 male Porichthys type I sonic muscle fibers (Bass and Marchaterre 1998) reflects its
937 high oxidative capacity (Walsh et al. 1995). However, typical sonic fibers have a
938 lower volume of mitochondria although it is higher than in white trunk muscle.
939 Details on the metabolic machinery that powers the remarkable contractile
940 abilities of sonic muscle are far from complete (Walsh et al. 1995). Skeletal muscles
941 are usually divided into three broad types: slow oxidative (SO), fast oxidative
942 glycolytic (FOG) and fast glycolytic (FG), which is more meaningful than the
943 classic division of red or white muscles (Johnston et al. 1974; Patterson et al. 1975;
944 Korneliussen et al. 1978; Hamoir and Focant 1981; Meyer-Rochow et al. 1994;
945 Devincenti et al. 2000). SO muscles (red or Type I histochemically) have slow-type
946 ATPase (acid stable), abundant mitochondria, and high activity of oxidative
947 enzymes such as succinic dehydrogenase. FG muscles (white or Type IIb histo-
948 chemically) have fast-type ATPase (alkali stable), few mitochondria, use primarily
949 glycogen for anaerobic metabolism (Moyes et al. 1989, 1992), and are associated
950 with rapid or burst motion in fishes. These muscles fatigue rapidly with use (Akster
951 and Osse 1978; Johnston 1981; te Kronnie et al. 1983).
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952 In phylogenetically distant fishes with intrinsic (Opsanus tau, Batrachoidifor-
953 mes) or extrinsic muscles (Terapon jarbua, Perciformes; Cynoscion regalis, Perc-
954 iformes; Carapus acus, Ophidiiformes), sonic muscles consist of FOG fibers (Type
955 IIa histochemically): they will be considerably faster (fast type ATPase), less
956 powerful than typical fast white muscle, and have more mitochondria and aerobic
957 enzymes (Walsh et al. 1987; Fine and Pennypacker 1988; Chen et al. 1998;
958 Parmentier et al. 2003b). These findings have been demonstrated in only a few
959 species and additional work is required for generalizations to all sonic muscles. For
960 instance, Carapus acus muscles are relatively slow, tetanizing above 10 Hz
961 (Parmentier et al. 2006b). Yet its sonic fibers, as in Opsanus tau, have more
962 glycogen and mitochondria than in white trunk muscles and possess high
963 alkali-stable ATPase activity (Parmentier et al. 2003b).

964 3.18.3 Parvalbumins

965 Parvalbumins are polymorphic, low-molecular-mass calcium-binding proteins.
966 They are particularly abundant in the white fast-contracting muscles of amphibians
967 and fishes, where they function as a calcium shuttle between the cytoplasm and the
968 SR. Parvalbumin isoforms and myofibrillar proteins differ between fish larvae and
969 adults (Focant et al. 1992, 2003 Crockford and Johnston 1993; Huriaux et al. 2003),
970 providing different contractile properties. They are considered responsible for cal-
971 cium accumulation in the cytoplasm during muscle activity and may promote faster
972 muscle relaxation (Gerday 1982; Klug et al. 1988; Appelt et al. 1991). Parvalbumin
973 content is elevated in high-speed sonic than in white muscle of the oyster toadfish
974 Opsanus tau (Hamoir et al. 1980; Appelt et al. 1991; Tikunov and Rome 2009).
975 Because of the relationship between the PA content and muscle relaxation speed,
976 high PA levels are likely necessary for fast contraction and relaxation in muscles
977 (Chiu et al. 2013). Parvalbumin would permit the muscle to have a superfast Ca2+

978 transient with only a relatively modest SR–Ca2+ pumping rate (Feher et al. 1998;
979 Rome 2006). However, there is no significant difference between the sonic and
980 white muscles in the midshipman (Porichthys notatus) and in the toadfish Allen-
981 batrachus grunniens. Likely different parvalbumin isoforms found in fishes may be
982 related to different Ca2+ binding abilities and make different contributions to muscle
983 movement (Walsh et al. 1995; Chiu et al. 2013).

984 3.19 Stridulation Mechanisms

985 Stridulatory mechanisms are based on friction of skeletal elements such as teeth, fin
986 rays, and vertebrae (Burkenroad 1931; Tavolga 1971b). Characteristically, stridu-
987 lation sounds are rasps and creaks, often composed of a series of rapidly produced
988 and irregular transient pulses, containing a wide range of frequencies (Hawkins
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989 1993). They contain considerably higher frequencies than present in swimbladder
990 sounds (Ladich 1997) and are likely to exhibit greater variation in temporal
991 parameters. In South American catfishes, for instance, such sounds are sufficiently
992 different that they have been described with onomatopoeic names, which suggests
993 sounds may be species-specific (Kaatz et al. 2010). However, the comparison of six
994 species of Synodontis showed that acoustic parameters varied considerably, and it
995 was not possible to determine the specificity of sounds because of overlap in sonic
996 data (Parmentier et al. 2010b). We caution that different investigators may hear and
997 describe the same sound differently, which can lead to confusion.
998 Unfortunately, in many fishes without obvious distinct sound-producing
999 elements, the sonic mechanism has been attributed to sounds from the pharyngeal

1000 jaw and a resonating effect of the swimbladder without explicit evidence. In some
1001 cases, no special adaptation for sound generation has been described nor has tooth
1002 movement been examined during sound generation (Ladich and Fine 2006). These
1003 assumptions likely stem from a study on the white grunt Haemulon plumieri in
1004 which the upper and lower pharyngeal teeth grate against each other (Burkenroad
1005 1930). The author noted that the swimbladder acts as a “resonator” because the
1006 character of the sound became “dry” and lost its grunt-like quality after the
1007 swimbladder deflation. The notion of swimbladder amplification clearly meshed
1008 with popular conception of the structure as a resonant bubble, which has been
1009 treated extensively in this review. Obviously, this work should be repeated with
1010 modern physiological and acoustic tools. A recent study using X-ray videos has
1011 conclusively demonstrated sound pulses generated by rubbing pharyngeal teeth in
1012 the French grunt Haemulon flavolineatum (Bertucci et al. in press).
1013 Feeding sounds have been investigated in several species and generally
1014 correspond to pulsed chewing sounds that occur during food grinding and
1015 manipulation by teeth of the pharyngeal jaws (Lobel 2001; Lagardère et al. 2004;
1016 Scholz and Ladich 2006). We are uncertain if these sounds function in commu-
1017 nication because nonspecialized morphological structures are involved and
1018 behavioral studies are lacking. However, the detection of sounds unintentionally
1019 produced by conspecifics, predators and prey is crucial even in species not known
1020 to communicate acoustically. The interception and localization of these feeding
1021 sounds could be a major advantage for foraging fishes (Scholz and Ladich 2006),
1022 but a disadvantage for the sender (Myrberg 1981).
1023 Feeding sounds can represent early stages in the process of ritualization in which
1024 an adaptation can evolve for communication. For instance, aggressive sounds
1025 emitted by the clownfish Amphiprion clarkii (Pomacentridae) result from teeth
1026 collision after rapid mouth closing (Parmentier et al. 2007). This fast jaw slam is
1027 induced by the cerato-mandibular (c-md) ligament, an apomorphic trait of poma-
1028 centrids that joins the hyoid bar to the medial side of the mandible (Stiassny 1981).
1029 Opening the mouth puts the ligament under tension causing the rapid jaw slam. The
1030 male pomacentrid Dascyllus flavicaudus produces pulsed sounds during different
1031 behaviors, and similarity between these sounds implies the same mechanism, i.e.,
1032 the c-md ligament. A pulse produced during fighting involves a single jaw slam.
1033 Biting may have been the origin of the sound display because fighting sounds
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1034 usually occur before aggressive behavior with biting (Parmentier et al. 2010a).
1035 Olivier et al. (submitted) nicely demonstrated the relationship between sound
1036 production and feeding movements. High-speed video has been used in Amphiprion
1037 clarkii to compare sound production with movements of the head, the jaws, and the
1038 hyoid apparatus in different feeding modes (sucking of plankton and biting of prey).
1039 The kinematic pattern of jaw slamming is the same in sound production and biting
1040 but different in sucking. Moreover, ablation of the c-md ligament prevents both
1041 sound production and biting movements. Interestingly, the piranha Pygocentrus
1042 nattereri also produces jaw-snapping sounds when it bites a conspecific (Millot
1043 et al. 2011), and their biting sounds are quite different from sounds generated by
1044 fast-contracting swimbladder muscles (Kastberger 1981a; Ladich and Bass 2005).
1045 Another stridulatory mechanisms related to feeding has been found in seahorses,
1046 which produce rapid clicking sounds resembling a finger-snap (Gill 1905; Fish
1047 1953) in a variety of contexts—feeding, courtship, and copulation (Fish and
1048 Mowbray 1970). The frequency distribution of sounds recorded from Hippocampus
1049 hudsonius range from 50 to 4,800 Hz although the most intense energy band varies
1050 between 400 and 800 Hz (Fish 1954). The feeding click ranges from 2.7 to 3.4 kHz
1051 in H. zostera and between 2.0 and 2.4 kHz in H. erectus. Descriptions of head
1052 morphology, analysis of high-speed video and surgical manipulations indicate that
1053 stridulatory sounds are produced during head movement by a bony articulation
1054 between the supraoccipital ridge of the neurocranium and the grooved anterior
1055 margin of the coronet (= the bony crown of the seahorse). The use of sounds in the
1056 different behavioral contexts may derive from feeding behavior (Colson et al.
1057 1998).
1058 A second stridulatory mechanism utilizes catfish pectoral spines (Sörensen 1895;
1059 Schachner and Schaller 1981; Fine and Ladich 2003). The spine can be abducted,
1060 bound, and locked as a predator defense against gape-limited predators (Alexander
1061 1981). In the channel catfish, the armored pectoral spine decreases attack by pre-
1062 dators in community situations and increases survival after attack (Bosher et al.
1063 2006; Sismour et al. 2013). An erect spine more than doubles the width of juvenile
1064 Channel catfish (Sismour et al. 2013) and can cause additional difficulties in
1065 swallowing and potential injury (Fine et al. 2011). Spines are reduced in size during
1066 domestication and their development appears to be controlled by selection pressures
1067 (Fine et al. 2014). We suspect that morphological changes (apomorphic dorsal,
1068 anterior, and ventral processes on the spine base) that allow for binding and locking
1069 of the spine occurred before the evolution of ridges on the dorsal process necessary
1070 for sound production.
1071 Stridulatory sounds can be produced during abduction and adduction of spines in
1072 bagrids, mochokids, doradids, and aspredinids and during abduction only in ariids,
1073 pimelodids, callichthyids, and loricariids and ictalurids (Fine et al. 1996; Ladich
1074 1997; Heyd and Pfeiffer 2000). Pulses produced by the left and right spine tend to
1075 alternate, and channel catfish tend to favor one spine (right or left-handed) although
1076 both spines are used (Fine et al. 1996). Stridulation in doradids, pimelodids and
1077 mochokids are pulsatile, with durations ranging from 25 to 100 ms and energy
1078 concentrated between 2 and 3.6 kHz (Ladich 1997). Sounds are produced by
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1079 friction of the base of the first pectoral spine within a channel in the pectoral girdle
1080 (Fine et al. 1997; Heyd and Pfeiffer 2000; Vance 2000). The dorsal process on the
1081 proximal end of the pectoral spine contains microscopic bony ridges (Tavernse and
1082 Aloulou-Tiki 1974; Schachner and Schaller 1981; Fine et al. 1997; Parmentier et al.
1083 2010a, b, c, d), and silent species lack the ridges or edge knobs on the dorsal
1084 process (Kaatz et al. 2010).
1085 In Ictalurus punctatus, stridulation sounds are produced when ridges on the
1086 ventrolateral surface of the dorsal process of the pectoral spine contact the spinal
1087 fossa of the ventrolateral wall of the cleithrum. Sweep movements of the pectoral
1088 spine produce a number of discrete pulses with varying waveforms (Fine et al.
1089 1996, 1997, 1999; Vance 2000). These pulses are created by the ridges as they rub
1090 against the rough surface of the spinal fossa of the cleithrum. The channel catfish
1091 work initially assumed a cricket-type mechanism in which individual pulses would
1092 be caused by collisions of individual ridges with features on the cleithrum, i.e., a
1093 finger nail over a succession of teeth of a plastic comb. However, the cleithrum,
1094 though rough was surprisingly featureless. Intervals between pulses indicated
1095 insufficient time for a ridge to make contact, lift up before recontacting the clei-
1096 thrum. In other words, the mechanism of pulse production was unclear but was not
1097 caused by contact of a single ridge. Further investigation on mochokids using high-
1098 speed photography (500–1,250 frames per second) clarified the mechanism. Pec-
1099 toral sweeps (abduction and adduction) are not continuous but are made of a series
1100 of distinct movements designated “jerks.” The analogy for sound production would
1101 be a brake shoe pressing against a wheel. In this mechanism, pulses are produced
1102 during the movements would be produced by multiple ridges simultaneously rub-
1103 bing against the cleithrum (Parmentier et al. 2010b).
1104 In the catfish Sisor rhabdophorus, a dorsal fin stridulating mechanism is based
1105 on rubbing of a radial or pterygophore on an interspinous bone having file-like
1106 ridges (Mahajan 1963; de Pinna 1996). This mechanism is not known in other
1107 catfish families.
1108 Three species of croaking gouramis of the genus Trichopsis provide a final
1109 example of a well-studied pectoral mechanism (Ladich et al. 1992). Rather than
1110 bone against bone, the pectoral fin has two hypertrophied tendons that rub against
1111 other fin rays producing a double-pulsed sound. Ablation of the tendons stops
1112 sound production, which returns upon regeneration of the tendons (Kratochvil
1113 1985). This mechanism is not known in other labyrinth fishes (family
1114 Osprhronemidae).

1115 3.20 Evolution of Sound Production

1116 Although there are numerous families of sonic fishes, sound production does not
1117 occur in most fish families. The most complete enumeration of sonic fishes comes
1118 from a table in Lobel et al. (2010). In some families (catfishes, toadfishes, gadids,
1119 sciaenids, holocentrids, pomacentrids, and carapids) all or almost all species have
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1120 the ability although a few species of catfish and sciaenids have mute species that
1121 have secondarily lost the ability. Conversely, minnows (cyprinids) are mostly mute,
1122 but a couple of species produce socially relevant sounds (Winn and Stout 1960;
1123 Stout 1963; Ladich 1988; Johnston and Johnson 2000a, b; Johnston and Vives,
1124 2003). Overall, a cladogram of sound producers (Fig. 3.7) indicates the ability has
1125 arisen sporadically, suggesting independent and convergent evolution. Independent
1126 evolution accounts for disparate mechanisms such as stridulation and sounds pro-
1127 duced by sonic swimbladder muscles vibration.
1128 We have placed vocal species on a newly derived phylogenetic tree (Betancur
1129 et al. 2013) that clearly shows the ability to produce sound has developed in many
1130 taxa (Fig. 3.7). The tree was derived from 19 nuclear and one mitochondrial gene
1131 and reflects major reorganization of teleost groups, many with new names that may
1132 be surprising to scientists who have not stayed current in fish systematics. Families
1133 indicated as sonic in the figure may have representatives that do not produce sounds
1134 and others that have not been examined. In the Gobiidae, for example, with more
1135 than 1,500 species, sounds have been recorded in only 21 species from 10 genera.
1136 One small goby has lost the ability to produce sounds (Gkenas et al. 2010) and the
1137 status of planktonic species is unknown (Lugli personal communication). We
1138 should bear in mind that negative data are unlikely to be published. In the
1139 Euacanthomorphata, sonic species are actually found in all taxa but the Scombri-
1140 formes. Additionally to the broad taxonomic categories in Fig. 3.7, below are some
1141 details for different groups:

1142 • In the Gobiomarpharia, sounds were recorded only in Gobiidae.
1143 • In the Syngnathiformes, sounds were found in Centriscidae, Dactylopteridae,
1144 Syngnathidae, Mullidae, and Cephalacanthidae.
1145 • In the Anabantomorphariae, sounds were only studied in the Osphronemidae.
1146 • In the Carangimorphariae, vocal species were found in Carangidae and
1147 Sphyraenidae.
1148 • In the Ovalentariae, acoustic species belong to Cichlidae, Cyprinodontidae,
1149 Hemiramphidae, Pomacentridae, and Blenniidae.

1150 The Percomopharia is a huge taxon that now includes many orders and families
1151 (Fig. 3.7) with numerous sonic species, including the Serranidae, Percidae, Scor-
1152 paenidae, Sebastidae, Triglidae, Gasterosteidae, Cottidae, Caesionidae, Apistidae,
1153 Tetrarogidae, and Synanceiidae.
1154 Note that detailed treatment of sonic clades that utilize different mechanisms
1155 such as stridulation (independently evolved using pharyngeal teeth, pectoral spines,
1156 or neck vertebrae), sonic muscles that are intrinsic and extrinsic but have occipital
1157 spinal or true spinal innervation, which may utilize different nerve roots would
1158 require an entire monograph. Further complications arise since some catfishes have
1159 both swimbladder and stridulation mechanisms. Thus the lumped cladogram we
1160 present obscures much of the variation of a number of ad hoc independently derived
1161 adaptations. On the other hand, some but not all extrinsic and intrinsic swimbladder
1162 muscles could be homologous and represent different stages of evolution as in the
1163 pearl perch (slow mechanism excited with a fast muscle) or the black drum
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Tetrapodomorpha 

Polypteriformes 

Amiiformes 
Lepisosteiformes 

Clupeiformes 

Alepocephaliformes 

Gonorynchiformes 

Gymnotiformes 

Lepidogalaxiiformes 
Argentiniformes 

Galaxiiformes 

Esociformes 

Salmoniformes 
Osmeriformes 

Stomiatiformes 

Ateleopodiformes 

Aulopiformes 
Myctophiformes 

Lampridiformes 

Percopsiformes 

Stylephoriformes 

Polymixiiformes 

Scombriformes 

Osteichthyes 

Actinopterygii 

Actinopteri 

Neopterygii 

Teleostei 

Clupeocephala 

Neoteleostei 

Acipenseriformes 

Elopomorpha 
Osteoglossomorpha 

Cypriniformes 

Characiformes
Siluriformes 

Zeiformes 

Gadiformes 

Beryciformes 

Holocentriformes 
Ophidiiformes 

Batrachoidiformes 

Gobiomorpharia 

Syngnathiformes 

Anabantomorphariae 

Carangimorphariae 

Ovalentariae 

Percomorpharia 

Fig. 3.7 Cladogram indicating groups offishes that include sound producers (in red and italicized).
The cladogram indicates that sound production has developed independently in multiple clades
suggesting convergent evolution. Due to space considerations, the cladogram lumps diverse
mechanisms including swimbladder muscles innervated by occipital spinal and true spinal nerves,
slow and fast muscles, diverse stridulation and pectoral mechanisms, and cases in which the sonic
mechanism is unknown. A cladogram that considered these different types of sound production
separately would be much more fragmented. A couple of basal groups produce sounds, but there is
no indication that they provide a homologous basis for sound production in more derived groups
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Fig. 3.7 (continued)
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1164 (intrinsic muscles compared to the extrinsic muscles in most sciaenids). We note
1165 that a list of the various origins of sonic muscles from the head has never been
1166 attempted. It would be a complex subject since muscle origins as well as insertions
1167 can migrate, complicating the determination of homologies.
1168 Swimbladder sonic mechanisms can be divided into ones stimulated by occipital
1169 spinal nerve roots and ones driven by a series of segmental true spinal nerves
1170 (sciaenids, pinecone fish, Pollack, and piranhas) (Vance et al. 2002; Onuki and
1171 Somiya 2007), indicating that motor neurons in the two situations have different
1172 embryonic origins (see Chap. 2 this volume). Spinal and occipital spinal systems
1173 are clearly not homologous and have arisen independently. For the occipital sonic
1174 swimbladder nerve cases, the SMN was originally demonstrated by electrical brain
1175 stimulation (Demski and Gerald 1972, 1974) and retrograde transport in toadfish
1176 (Fine et al. 1982). The toadfish SMN is a long midline column just beneath the
1177 fourth ventricle and central canal and above the medial longitudinal fasciculus
1178 (Demski and Gerald 1972; Fine 1982; Fine et al. 1984; Bass 1985; see Chap. 2 this
1179 volume for more modern references). Later Ladich and Fine (1994) demonstrated
1180 that the SMN in pimelodid catfish was strikingly similar in appearance and position
1181 to the SMN in toadfish although toadfish and catfish are in separate radiations that
1182 are distantly related. Additionally, Pimelodus has an intermediate occipital-spinal
1183 pattern, indicating that motor neurons in the two situations have different embryonic
1184 origins (see Chap. 2 this volume). In more advanced perciform teleosts, the SMN
1185 migrates to a more lateral position typical of the mammalian hypoglossal nucleus
1186 (Finger and Kalil 1985; Yoshimoto et al. 1999; Carlson and Bass 2000). Note
1187 Boyle et al. (2013) recently demonstrated sonic neurons in a lateral position exiting
1188 through occipital nerve roots in a butterflyfish although they appear to innervate
1189 hypaxial sonic muscles
1190 Bass and colleagues have written a series of high profile papers (Bass et al. 2008;
1191 Chagnaud et al. 2011, 2012; Bass and Chagnaud 2012) demonstrating that the sonic
1192 motor nucleus, likely a hypoglossal homolog, differentiates in rhombomere 8 in
1193 fishes and other vertebrate classes; they make a strong case that the SMN is
1194 homologous with vocal motor nuclei in amphibians, birds, and mammals. However,
1195 although fishes possess occipital nerves, only a small number of adult species have
1196 been demonstrated with a putative hypoglossal nucleus, and in those cases it has
1197 been associated with sonic swimbladder muscles. The fish cladogram suggests
1198 independent evolution (homoplasy) (Boyle et al. 2013), but Bass and colleagues
1199 consider a vocal motor nucleus a basal vertebrate character. Butler and Saidel
1200 (2000), describing the sporadic distribution of the fish nucleus rostrolateralis in fish
1201 brains, define the term “syngeny,” or generative homology, as the relationship of a
1202 given character in different taxa that is produced by shared generative pathways.
1203 Presuming that all fishes have an embryonic hypoglossal (Gilland and Baker 1993),
1204 which in most cases likely degenerates embryonically (apoptosis) would solve this
1205 potential contradiction. Furthermore, it would suggest that all fishes are preadapted
1206 to produce sounds, likely with a swimbladder. Reasons why a hypoglossal would
1207 degenerate or be maintained in a species are unclear, but the problem could likely
1208 be studied in zebrafish by demonstrating an embryonic hypoglossal nucleus and

AQ3
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1209 providing appropriate growth factors for its maintenance. Note that sexual dimor-
1210 phism in rat penis muscles is determined by cell death in females and exposure to
1211 the appropriate androgens spares the spinal nucleus and muscles (Breedlove and
1212 Arnold 1980). In conclusion, although fishes may have embryonic similarities that
1213 may preadapt them to be sound producers (syngeny), it is likely more profitable to
1214 consider most of the myriad of fish sound production mechanisms to be indepen-
1215 dently evolved.
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